Regulations Carnival Cup 2019
At time of arrival please check and discuss the latest Draw with the Competition Committee!
Phone number of coaches must be written on the Entry Sheets!
1. Number of players depending on age category 4+1(small field), 6+1(little crossed field), 8+1(crossed field), 10+1(big field).
On small and crossed fields the number of players can be changed without limit (back and forth). On big field maximum 7
players can be changed also in back and forth system. Changes are fluent, game can continue without pause. Substitute
player can only step on field when the other one is already off.
2. For a winner match 3 point, for drawn game 1 point can be given. In case of group matches places are decided in the following
way: Final results of groups: 1. more scores, 2. teams with same scores-results against each other3. (only) teams with same
scores goal differences against each other 4. same scores- more kicked goal against each other 5. total goal difference 6.
total - more kicked goals, 7. draw
3. If a match is for ranking and the result is drawn, then the players who are on pitch may kick 3-3 penalties. If this is not deciding
the final result, then teams can continue- now with all the other players – the penalty kicking until first mistake. If triple pool
decides the place dealer matches, then the results of each other after the result of within group will give final results (as
written above in point 2) If there are more groups in one category and the finalist come out from several groups, then the
result that was played with the last team of group does not count.
4. Goal keeper is not allowed to touch the back pass by hand.
5. in category 2003-2006 ball that floats over sideline can be brought back to game by regular throw in.
In category 2012-2008 ball can be brought to game from hands and also by foot from the ground by FLAT kick. If ball floats high
then the counterpart has the chance to make the throw in/kick in. Goal cannot be reached directly! Kick- outs and throw outs
are possible if the ball left the pitch on the goal line. Kick- off can be done by player and by goalkeeper as well! In every case
can be kicked or thrown over the half pitch.
6. Matches start on time. All teams should notify their presence 20 minutes before the game starts at the committee table on the
side of the field.
7. Ball must be provided for match by the team which is listed first in the draw. Category 2012-2008 should use ball size 4,
category 2007-2003 should use ball size 5.
8. The Competition Committee reserves the rights to change the time, duration and place of matches due to the busy program.
9. Penalties: on small field from 7 meter; crossed field from 9 meter; big field 11 meter
Standing in wall: on small field from 3 meter; crossed field from 5 meter; big field 9 meter. Offside rules valid only big field
and in 8+1!
10. There is no warm up allowed on field.
11. If any team is absent from their matches, the counterpart wins the 3 points. About any request the Competition Committee
should be informed. tel: 06 30 438 8587
12. Certificate: before the first match starts all teams must fill out the Entry sheet. Besides the personal data of players the
standard shirt number must be written for every player. This is the number the players can use during the matches. All teams
should be able to prove any time, that they have the rights to participate in the competition. Hungarian teams: student card
and national health care card, or the association certificate. Foreigners: passport
13. Before and after matches trainers must show their certificates if the other one is asking for it!
14. Overaged players can only participate in those teams who play in AMATEUR Championships! Not allowed to have NBI and NBII
supplier! Player can be overaged only with one year.
In category 2003 and 2004 and 2005: 3 players, in category 2006 and 2007: 2 players, in category 2012 and 2008: NOT
allowed!
Female player: on small and crossed field 1 year older, on big field 2 years older player can participate (any number of them)
15. Those teams who play with each other should negotiate and agree about color of shirts. Changing shirt is compulsory for team
who is listed as second on schedule wearing shin guard is compulsory.
16. Referees sanction: yellow card: 2 minutes send off, red card: (after 5 minutes another player can step on field) If there is any
serious situation then the Disciplinary Committee makes decision according to Referee notes.
17. Leader and trainers of teams must follow the fair play rules against the counterpart and the Referee. Match can be interrupted
if Referee is disturbed in his activities.
18. Any appeal against decision of Disciplinary Committee is not possible.
19. Protestation is possible if there is a disputable situation. Price of protestation: 10.000HUF. If any teams commits cheating, its
matches get destroyed, in serious cases team can be closed out of Tournament! Protestation can be done right after match
(within 15 minutes) at the Competition table. On the back side of match report the protestation must be written.
20. Head of Competition Committee (Hegedüs Tamás 06/30 33-78-479) and the Head of Disciplinary Committee (Szabó Imre) and
2 drawn club leaders.
The Committee is not going to concern any problem or protestation which is in Referee’s competent or it is about his activities
decision. If any players behavior is unsportsmanlike during the tournament, then this will be announced to MLSZ so they can
make further steps. (walking off, fighting, rude irregularity etc.
For unguarded personal items the Competition Committee takes NO responsibility!
21. Supporters, parents can only stay outside the field! At the side of the field only trainers and substitute players can stand.
22. Please follow the FAIR PLAY rules!
All the regulations that are not mentioned here should be followed according to MLSZ regulations. Thank you and wish all of you
a pleasant tournament!

